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Click here to watch the following videos on the YouTube 

1)What has been the political fallout of the Green Revolution in India? 
Explain. [2019] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Green Revolution 1.0 was a critical reform aimed towards increased production to ensure food 

security. The program was initiated in 1961 under Intensive Agriculture Development Program 

which emphasisied the use of High Yielding Varieties, Fertilizers, Irrigation and use of technology. 

The production of food grains has surpassed 315 million tones. It has taken up the agricultural 

wages by four times in India. [GS Bhalla and GK Chaddha]. 

• According to Aditya Dasgupta, there were three channels through which the green 
revolution generated political changes in domestic sphere:  

o First, it provided wealth to farmers, especially lower and intermediate caste farmers, 
who until then had been excluded and unrepresented in politics.  

o Second it led to ‘creative political destruction’ resulting in in India’s historical 
transition from single-party dominance to multiparty competition, and democratic 
deepening. 

o Third, it intensified farmers’ dependence on the government for inputs and subsidies 
which were needed for growing HYV crops. This created a strong incentive for 
farmers to seek political representation. 

o Finally, increased production from the green revolution depressed crop prices, 
providing a rallying point for farmers and enabled collective action. The growing 
articulation of the rural ‘voice’ in the wake of the Green Revolution benefited 
agrarian and regional opposition parties because rural and cultivating caste groups 
were heavily underrepresented in the urban and elite-dominated leadership of the 
Congress party. 
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Political Fallout 

• Emergence of bullock capitalists-Rudolph and Rudolph have said that the Green Revolution has 

led to emergence of an economically well off farmers better known as bullock capitalists, which has 

been instrumental in prosperity of economy. 

• Also, it led to emergence of dominant caste in various states like : Jats, in Punjab Yadavs in Bihar 

which have become the pivot of vote bank politics among various political parties. 

• Similarly, regional parties have emerged as a result of dominant caste, bullock capitalists, which 

have been the centre of political mobilization such as the emergence of the Janta Dal in the 

aftermath of the Emergency.. Regional aspirations became prominent and also witnessed 

politicization based on these aspirations 

• Green Revolution has led to greater emergence of farmer leaders leading to greater importance for 

Panchayati Raj Institutions such as Chaudhary Charan Singh, Pratap Singh Kairon, Devi lal etc. 

Importantly apart from formal politics, farmers groups became important pressure groups in 

Indian civil society such as the Bhartiya Kisan Union,  Sharad Joshi led Shetkari Sangathan etc.  

• However, there were also negative political fall outs as the impact of green revolution was limited 

to certain castes and areas. Former President KR Narayanan had said that if we will neglect the 

task of land reform it will give rise to counter revolution which already started in rural areas. 

Green revolution should not end up giving rise to red revolution. This is now becoming a reality 

with incessant Left wing extremism. 

• Regional imbalance has been caused within the country with the eastern states like Bihar, Uttar 

Pradesh remaining neglected and poor. 

• There were also political fallouts in the international sphere with India becoming self reliant in 

food production and no more dependent on USA’s PL 480 programme. This allowed India to 

pursue its national interest without any fear of arm twisting in a cold war environment as was 

reflected during the important 1971 Bangladesh war.  

Conclusion 

• With changing economic landscape of India and fall in importance of primary sector, there have 

been increasing tussles between the state and farmers’ groups as witnessed during the Delhi 

farmers’ protests (2020-22).  

• India needs Green Revolution 2.0 which is sustainable regionally balanced and does not limit itself 

to food grains but rather emerges as a rainbow revolution with lesser inequalities, uplifting both 

landed and landless farmers bolstered by reforms through a stakeholder approach including 

keeping in mind the recommendations of the Swaminathan report.  
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2)Does the functioning of federalism in India tend to make it appear 
unitary in practice. [2020] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• As per the federal tenets India fulfills all the basics of being a federal country- it has a written and 

supreme Constitution, division of powers among Centre and state in terms of legislation [under VII 

schedule], a bicameral legislature, independent judiciary with review power. 

• However, KC Wheare considers, Indian Constitution as Quasi federal due to its centralizing 

tendency. These tendencies often make India seem unitary in practice.  

• These centralising tendencies were often an outcome to safeguard the unity and integrity of India 

which after centuries of colonial rule witnessed a violent partition, secessionist movements and an 

unstable neighbourhood.  

• Legislative  

o The division of subjects are already tilted towards centre having more number of 

subjects, also being important ones along with the overriding power in case of 
concurrent list 

o Under article, 249 parliament can legislate on a state list subject with resolution being 
passed to that effect by Rajya sabha. Under article 252, 253 parliament can legislate 
on laws of state subjects in time of national emergency 

o Recent case under article 131 by state of Chhattisgarh and Kerala on enactment of the 
NIA act show how states feel trespassed in terms of their power by overreach of the 
centre. The enactment of the now repealed farm laws were also an example which 
shows centralizing tendency of the union. 

• Administrative 

o The power of administration is constitutionally tilted towards centre with its 
authority to enforce the administration of central laws too on state.  

o Centre has the penalizing capacity under article 356 by imposing constitutional 
emergency in the state as was done by Indira Gandhi in 1980 by suspending the state 
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governments of 8 states 

o All India Services too symbolize how centre has a greater hand in administration 
over the state.  

o COVID pandemic has been a grim reminder of power imbalance between centre and 
states where centre went for micromanaging and nation of containment zones along 
with imposition of restrictions under the Essential Commodities Act.  

o Governor’s institution although envisioned as constitutional head of the state has 
worked out to be iron hand in velvet glove, or a long hand of centre which interferes 
and sometimes undermines elected government. For example: the Maharashtra 
governor not conducting the speaker elections in 2021. 

• Financial powers: 

o The state taxes have been limited by constitution along with giving more taxation 
powers to the Centre, a centralizing tax like GST has proved to be even more 
centralizing, leading to decline of the state revenue. The refusal of centre to continue 
with the GST compensation to the states has too come as a rude shock to the states.  

o The GST  council too is a centralizing body , despite claiming to be a symbol of 
cooperative federalism, because centre alone has 1/3 of voting share and due to lack 
of consensus among states the centre is the one whose will prevails 

o NITI Aayog the think tank for ushering in economic progress in India, is too accused 
of centralisng composition faults where states have lesser say. 

o During Covid pandemic, the conditional fiscal deficit relaxation for states along with 
the exemption only PMNRF for use in Corporate social responsibility targets shows 
the inherent biasness against the states 

• However, in this regard scholars like Granville Austin has said that KC Wheare takes a 
legal constitutional approach of the Indian federalism , rather Indian model is sui generous 
and in accordance with the changing dynamics with suitability to its needs. 

• Also MP Singh has remarked that the conflict is not between centre and state rather it is the 
parliamentary axis which is at work whenever there are two different parties in rule in 
centre and state there is a conflict. However, when parliamentary axis is strong, the 
demands of states can be accommodated as was with linguistic division of states (Paul 
Brass). Similarly the rise of coalition era with greater say of state parties at the central level 
also created scope for cooperative federalism.    

• The SR Bommai case 1994 judgement of Supreme court has also held federalism as the basic 
structure of the constitution of India.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
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